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COURSE DESCRIPTION FOR InDepth Reflection, Locations 

Course Syllabus InDepth Reflection 

15 credits of 30 credits 

Course coordinators: Sergio Montero Bravo  

Participating teachers: Rebecca Ahlstedt and Jenny Althoff 

General information 
The topic introduces the “local” as a frame of inquiry, which allows you to dig further based on your individual 
interest in the field of spatial design and in relation to your ideas of a thesis questions, right where we stand. 
This will serve as an approach to situate, test and develop methods which deals and engages with our home, 
the planet, from a local position and which can propose local solutions which address global challenges. 

In the course you will frame a locality, at a geographical distance that allows repeated field studies for you and 
in company with your peer group. By positioning your individual interest in the field and in relation to your 
thesis question, we will study the localities as habitats, looking at the interaction and relations between human 
and non-human nature of the habitat by addressing a multitude of living beings as our stakeholders. Through 
mixed peer groups of students from Spatial Design and Individual Study Plan, you will engage in each other´s 
localities, challenging each other and learning together through sharing and negotiating your interests, 
perspectives and ideas.  

“Feminist theory emphasizes the situated and accountable nature of knowledge. Allowing for the production of 
multi-layered epistemical and ethical a counsel one’s location. Location are both spatial, geo-political, eco-
sophical, ecological but also temporal. Locations are however historical memories, gemological forms of 
belonging and locations do matter. “ 

“In order to understand the complexity and multilayerdness of the present, we need to start from the world.“ 
 
Rosi Braidotti   

Keyword: 
Habitat, Glocal, Anthropocentrism, Capitalocene, Post-Humanism, Conviviality, Co-habitation, Human Nature, 
Non-Human Nature, Perspectivism, Identity, Material-semiotic, Rhizom, Regionalism, Futurism, intersectionality 

Intended learning outcomes 
See the course syllabus 
 

Entry requirements  
Upon successful completion of the course, the students shall be able to:  
- demonstrate an ability to clearly define and formulate an individual, research inquiry within your chosen 
specialization, 
- demonstrate an ability to position your investigative work in relation to your specialization and make 
assessments based on relevant artistic, social and ethical aspects,  



 

 

- demonstrate an ability to apply an investigative approach in order to shape proposals relevant to the 
assignment and thereby independently identify, formulate and solve design problems within their 
specialization 
- plan and, using adequate methods, carry out qualified design tasks within the given timeframes, and  
- demonstrate an ability to present and discuss your investigation, orally and in writing.  
 

Course organization and types of instruction:  
ln the course you will independently choose how to position your interest according to the topic of the “local”, 
you will identify a locality and formulate a thesis question. The project will be independently run with 
scheduled tutorials every second Tuesday starting from the 1nd of October. Every Wednesday you will meet in 
your peer-group. Guest lectures will take place. 

The course starts with one week of individual literature studies, where you also initiate your search for a 
potential location for your project. This is followed by an early study trip to Spain, and later accompanied by 
the exchange of perspectives in peer groups, together with students from Individual Study Plan in Design.  

You will find a schedule and information about assignments, guest lectures connected to the course and the 
peer group meetings on CANVAS from the 9th sept. 
 
Examination 
The course uses the grades 'Fail', 'Pass'. There will be continual examinations during obligatory supervision 
dates and presentations. At the end of the course you have to present a final exhibition of your work, oral 
and/or written presentation and a written report reflecting on the process and relevance of the work in 
relation to your thesis question, your practice and the profession. The Mid Review will take place the 9-10th of 
October in A5.  The course final examination is at the at the end of week 44. The report containing texts and 
visual material of the process and design task should be uploaded in Canvas in a PDF format no later than week 
45. Instructions for the report will be presented on Canvas.  

Grading criteria 
To be approved and pass the course you will have to: 

-       Present a set of concepts based on investigations of a thesis question in relation to an identified 
locality 

-       Demonstrate methods you use to explore the physical world from a more-than-human centered point 
of view  

-       Show visually how different artistic, social and ethical perspectives are applied to your design process 
-       Present relevant theory/practices/references to support your choices in the design process  
-       Demonstrate how you test and iterate to materialize a concept in the design process 
-       Reflect and articulate how the findings and outcome of your design investigation (thesis + concept) is 

applied in the final design proposal  
-       Present the design project/proposal in a final exhibition which communicates the spatial qualities of 

the project 
-       Present a report in A3 format which communicates the full process, the final project and a reflection 

on the project´s relevance to your practice/profession. 
 
 
Course reading list and other study materials 
You are assigned to present relevant text supporting the research study. It can consist of essays, books or 
articles. A list of recommended texts will be present on Canvas from the 9th of September.  
 
 
Schedule 
Please visit Canvas for an updated schedule.  
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